Polymer solar cells have been characterized during and after x-ray irradiation. The open circuit voltage, dark current and power conversion efficiency show degradation consistent with the generation of defect states in the polymer semiconductor. The polymer solar cell device remained functional with exposure to a considerable dose (500 krad (SiO 2 )) and showed clear signs of recovery upon removal of the irradiation source (degraded from 4.1% to 2.2% and recovered to 2.9%). Mobility-relaxation time variation, derived from J -V measurement, clearly demonstrates that radiation induced defect generation mechanisms in the organic semiconductor are active and need to be further studied. Optical transmission results ruled out the possibility of reduced light absorption and/or polymer crystallinity. The results suggest that organic solar cells are sufficiently radiation tolerant to be useful for space applications.
Introduction
Space based solar panels are traditionally made of inorganic semiconductors since these provide the highest solar energy conversions. At the present time, efficiencies in excess of 20% have been attained using materials such as copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS). Launching of solar panel arrays into space requires stowage of these rigid objects and subsequent deployment in orbit with the associated mechanics of opening folded groups and orientation towards the Sun for maximum exposure. Apart from any consideration such as payload weight, the disposition of the panels is clearly not without stringent technical demands.
Given the practical limitations mentioned above, consideration might be given to alternative types of photocell, such as those based upon organic semiconductors. It must be mentioned immediately that the conversion efficiency of organic solar cells is presently substantially lower than that observed in inorganic cells, being typically ∼3-5% [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, in support of the use of such cells one can argue that arrays 1 Present address: Solarmer Energy Incorporated, El Monte, CA 91731, USA.
could be much more easily stowed in launch: they are relatively 'weightless' and very large areas could be easily deployed in orbit. This is presently futuristic, and before such ideas become a reality, one important consideration is whether or not such organic cells would be adequately radiation tolerant. The work reported here is the result of a preliminary study of the radiation sensitivity of a typical organic semiconductor based solar cells based upon the material regio-regular poly(3-hexyl thiophene) (RR-P3HT) and [6, 6] -phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM).
Experimental details
The detailed manufacture of the polymer solar cells is described elsewhere [1] . The basic structure involved an indium tin oxide (ITO) covered glass substrate (the anode) spin coated with a conducting polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) layer of ∼30 nm, followed by a 210 nm thick (RR-P3HT:PCBM) film formed by the solvent annealing approach [1] . Other layers in the form of a 25 nm Ca film over-coated with 80 nm of Al formed the cathode contact. The total area of each photocell was ∼0.11 cm 2 . Prior to performing irradiation studies, current density-voltage (J -V ) measurements were performed under a nitrogen atmosphere using a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter unit. The photo-current was measured under an AM 1.5G illumination at 100 mW cm −2 using an Oriel 96000 150 W solar simulator source. The light intensity was determined using a silicon detector (with KG-5 visible color filter) calibrated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). All efficiencies reported in this work were corrected for the spectral mismatch factor [6] .
For the irradiation studies, the solar cells encapsulated by glass and epoxy were measured at the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) Kirtland AFB. The cells were mounted flat in an ARACOR 4100 x-ray irradiation system and probed electrically using a Hewlett Packard 4142 instrument. Currentvoltage measurements were made both in the dark and with a light source on. An uncalibrated halogen lamp (maximum 150 W) was used as the source and fiber fed into the ARACOR box so as to illuminate the solar cells edge on. The lamp was not used at full intensity and no effort was made to calibrate the intensity arriving at the solar cells. The lamp position was carefully fixed during the whole experiment to guarantee constant light intensity. For the polymer solar cell used in this study, the short circuit current is linearly proportional to the incident light intensity [7] . Therefore, the initial J -V curve taken at AFRL can be used to determine the effective light intensity during the x-ray irradiation test and the cell performance can then be determined with different x-ray irradiation dose. The x-ray irradiation was carried out in situ using a tungsten source with an acceleration voltage of 50 kV and a beam current of 5 mA. The measured exposure rate under these conditions was ∼8.33 krad (SiO 2 ) min −1 . During the irradiation phase the solar cell was connected so as to have zero bias voltage across the whole structure to avoid charging in the dielectric films. Radiation doses up to 500 krad (SiO 2 ) were accumulated and the devices were then allowed to recover either in the dark or in the presence of the light source. The latter made no difference. 
Results
Current versus voltage curves for the photocells were measured in the voltage range +1.5 V to −1.5 V in 0.01 V steps; the curves were interpreted used published models [8, 9] . Typical data are shown in figures 1 and 2 for the variation of the open circuit voltage, V oc , and the short circuit current, I sc . The former is defined by the point at which the current of the photo-I -V curve goes to zero and the latter where the photo-I -V curve intercepts the V = 0 axis. For simplicity the data are normalized to unity at the value appropriate to zero irradiation (time t = 0). What appears surprising with this data is that when the radiation source is removed, a relaxation process appears to become active. A more representative curve of interest is the power conversion efficiency as a function of radiation and relaxation; this is shown in figure 3 . From the measurements using a calibrated 1 Sun light source the initial power conversion efficiency was 4.1%, so the data in figure 3 suggest that 500 krad (SiO 2 ) leads to a decline to 2.2%. After several hours' relaxation at room temperature the diode efficiency returned to 2.9%.
The polymer solar cells studied in this paper have relatively high short circuit current densities (J sc ∼ 10 mA cm −2 ) and high fill factor (∼70%) [1, 3] . They show excellent diode behavior with the forward current/reverse current ratio close to 10 7 at +2 and −2 V. Although the carrier mobility in the polymer is relatively low, in high performance solar cells the I -V behavior may be represented by an internal p-n junction with a clearly defined interface for charge separation into free carriers. The I -V relationship is then described by the equation [8] 
where n is the ideality factor, I D is the diode saturation current, R s and R p are the series and shunt resistances, I L is the photogenerated current and q, k and T have their usual meanings. It has been demonstrated [8] that I L is a linear function of V in the vicinity of the built-in potential V BI :
where I SC is the short circuit current, μ is the carrier mobility, τ is the carrier lifetime (relaxation time) and L is the device layer thickness. For the present, unirradiated photocell material the carrier mobility has been determined to be ∼2×10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 by the time of flight method [1, 10] . The effective carrier lifetime is then ∼8.5 × 10 −6 s, which is consistent with numbers quoted in [8] and [9] .
Though one cannot obtain a direct estimate of the variation of useful physical parameters such as the carrier mobility and the relaxation time from the individual irradiation experiment, one can obtain an estimate of the product, μτ . The variation of this product resulting from the exposure to radiation then relaxation is shown in figure 4 . One assumes that the radiation induced reduction is due to the creation of defects within the organic semiconductor and that there is subsequent selfannealing of the defects. At the present time there have been few reports of studies of the nature of defects in organic semiconductors, and so one cannot directly identify those defects resulting from exposure to irradiation.
The effect of x-ray irradiation on the optical transmission was studied, aiming to provide further understanding of the experimental results. A bare glass substrate as well as the glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/RR-P3HT:PCBM film structures reported in this study were shipped to AFRL to undergo different x-ray irradiation doses and then returned to UCLA for transmission measurements. Figure 5 shows the change of the optical transmission of (a) a bare glass substrate under 0 and 250 krad (SiO 2 ), and (b) RR-P3HT:PCBM film under various radiation doses. For figure 5(b) , the film is on glass/PEDOT:PSS and we have subtracted the glass/PEDOT:PSS baseline. Clear reduction of transmission in the visible region (∼350-750 nm) was observed for the bare glass substrate. The reduction in transmission is ∼5-7% for the range of 400-600 nm where the polymer solar cell responds to solar irradiation most strongly. On the other hand, while the transmission of the combination of glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/RR-P3HT:PCBM film also reduces; the vibronic features in the polymer film were clearly well reserved with an x-ray irradiation dose of 500 krad (SiO 2 ). The vibronic features have long been recognized as important indication of polymer crystallinity [11] [12] [13] [14] . For the polymer solar cell system studied here, other experimental techniques like atomic force microscopy (AFM) [1, 15, 16] and grazing incident x-ray diffraction (GIXRD) [7, 16] have been applied to further study the correlation between absorption and crystallinity. On this basis we therefore conclude that the reduction of the solar cell performance we have measured is not likely to be due to a reduction in polymer transmission and film crystallinity. We notice an apparent contradiction with a former study of P3HT under intensive white light irradiation (110 mW cm −2 ) by Ficker et al [17] , where significant photobleaching of polymer was observed with a long exposure time (as long as 30 h). The absorption of P3HT significantly reduced, indicating a decrease in the conjugation length of the polymer. The inconsistency, however, can be removed by considering the following parameters. First, the higher energy of the x-ray radiation requires heavy elements to stop it; thus polymer materials are relatively 'transparent' to the radiation but absorb strongly under white light. Second, the time span under radiation-the primary degradation process for polythiophene is a photosensitized reaction with singlet oxygen [17, 18] , which leads to the formation of carbonyl groups on the backbone and thus elimination of the thienyl double bond. The effect of this mechanism is a strong function of radiation intensity, oxygen concentration and exposure time. Although the polymer blend film used for absorption measurement is also unprotected like in Ficker's experiment, the exposure time under x-ray radiation is ∼1 h, not 10-30 h. As for the solar cells used in this study, they were encapsulated in nitrogen environment using glass, which provides sufficient protection against oxygen and water. In addition, the incorporation of PCBM into the polymer could also improve the stability of the polymer, as observed in organic light emitting device studies.
Based on the discussion, we believe that the observed device degradation is most likely due to a property change in the active polymer blend film, and one possibility could be the introduction of local defect states inside the blend by the x-ray irradiation. These defects could degrade the carrier transport, as indicated by the mobility-relaxation time product. However, other possibilities such as the degradation of organic/metal interfaces cannot be excluded. This requires further study.
Conclusions
We have studied the effect of x-ray irradiation on the physical properties of organic polymer based solar cells based upon RR-P3HT:PCBM. Despite exposure to a considerable dose (500 krad (SiO 2 )) the devices remained functional and showed clear signs of recovery upon removal of the irradiation source. Mobility-relaxation time measurements clearly demonstrate that radiation induced defect generation mechanisms in the organic semiconductor are active and need to be further studied both experimentally and theoretically. The present data strongly suggest that organic photocells are sufficiently radiation tolerant to be useful for space applications.
